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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality

If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 

1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. Otherwise, please 

send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately so we can address the 

problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

NOTE: If you are seeking CPE credit, you must listen via your computer — phone 

listening is no longer permitted.

Viewing Quality

To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom right of the 

slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 

participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email that you 

will receive immediately following the program.

For CPE credits, attendees must participate until the end of the Q&A session and 

respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.  In addition, 

you must confirm your participation by completing and submitting an Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 

complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 

to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 

printer icon.
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DOING BUSINESS IN CANADA—
A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW
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BDO CANADA LLP

This material is for educational purposes only. As it deals with technical matters which have 

broad applications, it is not practical to include all possible situations. For this reason a 

particular fact situation should be reviewed by a qualified professional.

Although every effort has been taken to prepare this material, no organization or person 

involved with this material accepts any legal responsibility for its contents or any 

consequences from its use.

Disclaimer
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TODAY’S PRESENTERS

Harry Chana, CPA, CA
Partner- International Tax Services / Transaction Tax Practice Leader

National Tax Technology Leader 

Expertise Summary

Harry is BDO’s International Tax Practice Leader and National Tax Technology Leader, leading a diverse group of 

international tax professionals across the firm as well as tax professionals who specialize in serving technology companies.

Harry brings over 16+ years of experience on various international tax issues impacting public, multi-national and private 

enterprises. His practice focuses mainly on clients in the tech industry, from start-up to mature, and assisting them various 

international tax matters. Harry has also assisted clients in the areas of inbound and outbound structuring, cross-border tax 

planning, financing structures, and partnership structures. 

Harry is a frequent speaker at various industry events, as well as several BDO client events, on a wide range of tax topics. 

He was a past group study leader at the In-Depth Tax Courses sponsored by The Canadian Bar Association and The 

Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada. Finally, Harry is also a member of various professional associations, 

including the Canadian branch of the International Fiscal Association and the Canadian Tax Foundation. Harry has also 

published several articles on various international cross-border matters.

hchana@bdo.ca 

ca.linkedin.com/in/hchana/

Direct: 905 946 5457

Mobile: 416 894 2601

60 Columbia Way, Suite 300

Markham, Ontario  L3R 0C9

Tel: 905 946 1066

Fax: 905 946 9524

www.bdo.ca
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TODAY’S PRESENTERS

rtrowbridge@bdo.ca

ca.linkedin.com/in/rita-

Trowbridge-cpa-ca-a7019256/

Direct: 905 272 7828

Mobile: 416 898 5897

222 Bay St, Suite 2200

P.O. Box 131

Toronto, Ontario  M5K 1H1

Tel: 416 865 0200

Fax: 416 865 0887

www.bdo.ca

Rita Trowbridge, CPA, CA
Partner- International Tax Services  

Expertise Summary

Rita Trowbridge leads client engagements for both private and public companies. Her expertise spans across a variety of

industries including the manufacturing and distribution, technology, transportation and consumer business sectors.

Rita provides tax advisory and compliance services to both inbound and outbound clients. Her experience includes

foreign reporting obligations, cross border transactions, treaty interpretation and review, inbound planning, outbound

planning, corporate reorganizations, and corporate tax management and compliance.

Rita is a member of the Canadian Tax Foundation, International Fiscal Association, and the Institute of Chartered

Accounts of Ontario. She has been a speaker at the Ontario Tax Conference & Live Webcast for the Canadian Tax

Foundation (CTF) and published a paper for the CTF on Investing in Canadian Real Estate by Non-Residents. Rita has also

been involved in the past in leading the In-Depth tax Courses for tax professionals.
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ABOUT BDO

BDO delivers a comprehensive range of assurance, accounting, tax, and advisory services, complemented by a deep industry 

knowledge gained from nearly 100 years working within local communities. As part of the international BDO network, we are able to 

provide seamless and consistent cross-border services to clients with global needs.

A GLOBAL NETWORK BUILT ON LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS

countries &
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167 1,809
o f f i c e s

G L O B A L

H E A D C O U N T

88,120
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on year

14%
Up byBDO

GLOBAL

B I L L I O N
US$9.6
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over 2018

125
o f f i c e s

BDO

CANADA
P A R T N E R S

H E A D C O U N T480
P E R S O N N E L

H E A D C O U N T4,000+

100
YEARS OF

EXPERIENCEM I L L I O N
CAD$682.9
REVENUE
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ABOUT BDO

BDO Canada 

 Delivers a comprehensive range of assurance and accounting, tax, and advisory services, complemented by a deep 

industry knowledge gained from nearly 100 years working extensively with private businesses across Canada. As part of 

the international BDO Global firm, we are able to provide seamless and consistent cross-border services to clients with 

global needs.

A GLOBAL NETWORK BUILT ON LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS



OVERVIEW OF CANADIAN TAX SYSTEM 
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OVERVIEW OF CANADIAN TAX
 Corporations are subject to the following taxes:

• Canadian federal income tax - It is possible to prepare tax returns in a functional currency other 

than CAD (including U.S.$) in certain circumstances

• Federal goods and services tax (GST or HST)

• Social security tax, plus

• Provincial taxes of varying nature

 No tax consolidation filing in Canada

 Tax returns due within six months after the fiscal year-end (no concept of extensions)

 CRA may reassess a return within four years of the Notice of Assessment date and an additional three 

years for transactions with non-arm’s length non-residents and certain other transactions

 There is no limit for reassessment in the case of fraud or misrepresentation, and no limit where no tax 

return is filed
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LIABILITY TO CANADIAN TAX
 Under Canadian domestic tax law, non-residents are subject to income tax on taxable income earned 

from:

• being employed in Canada

• carrying on business in Canada, or

• disposition of taxable Canadian property

 Threshold for carrying business in Canada is low, based on common law tests such as place where 

contracts are concluded, place of operations from which profits arise, etc.
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CARRYING ON BUSINESS IN CANADA 

Decision tree

Offers anything for sale in Canada (either 

through an employee or agent) or provides 

services in Canada

YES

PE (Art.V) General principles?

NO

No tax filing requirements in 

Canada
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PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT 

General principles

Fixed place of business
➢ An office?

▪ Employee home offices

Employees in Canada

➢ Habitually exercise an authority to conclude 

contracts in Canada?

➢ Where are contracts signed?

Independent contractors in 

Canada

➢ Acting in the ordinary course of their business?

➢ Are they independent: legally and economically?
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CARRYING ON BUSINESS IN CANADA

Decision tree

Taxable 

Branch 

Return

Offers anything for sale in Canada 

(either through an employee or agent) 

or provides services in Canada

YES

PE (Art.V) General principles?

YES

NO

No tax filing requirements in 

Canada

NO

Deemed 

Services PE? 

Par. 9?
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PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT

Deemed services PE

Deemed services PE under the Canada-U.S. Treaty:

▪ Providing Services physically in Canada to customers resident in                                                             

Canada or with a “taxable presence” in Canada

▪ Deemed PE for service provider if services are provided for more than 183 days in a 12-

month rolling period

▪ Aggregation of projects with the same customer; if connected geographically and 

commercially

▪ When counting “days” include non-resident and resident employee days

▪ When counting “days” include non-resident subcontractor days

▪ When counting “days” do NOT include Canadian subcontractor days if the subcontractor is 

independent (Canadian subsidiary is ok) and there is an arm’s length charge
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DEEMED SERVICES PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT

Decision tree - when to includes “days” in Canada

*Assuming not otherwise 

carrying on business in Canada

Provide Services Physically in Canada

YES

Services Provided 

by Canadian or U.S. 

Employees

NO

No tax filing 

requirements 

in Canada*

NO – for 

either 

condition

Services Provided 

by 

Subcontractors

Arm’s Length 

Charge &

Independent?

Do not include days in 

determination of 

deemed service PE

Include days in 

determination of deemed 

service PE for all projects 

connected geographically 

and commercially

US Canadian

YES
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CARRYING ON BUSINESS IN CANADA

Decision tree

Taxable 

Branch 

Return

Offers anything for sale in Canada 

(either through an employee or agent) 

or provides services in Canada

YES

PE (Art.V) General principles?

YES

NO

No tax filing requirements in 

Canada

NO

YES
Treaty Return 

- LOB met?

Deemed 

Services PE? 

Par. 9?

NO
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TREATY ELIGIBILITY

Limitation on Benefits: Summary of Analysis

Is person seeking 

treaty benefits a 

U.S. resident for 

treaty purposes?

Eligible for treaty 

benefits.*

Is U.S. resident a 

qualifying person?

Are benefits 

under “active 

trade or business 

exception”?

Treaty benefits 

available only if 

“derivative 

benefits” test met 

(limited benefits 

only) or under 

residual exception 

in Article XXIX-

A(6).*

Not eligible for 

treaty benefits

Eligible for treaty 

benefits.*

YES

NO

NO NO

YES YES

*Availability of treaty benefits subject to anti-abuse rules as per Article XXIX-A (7)

** source: tax note international Volume 56, Number 1 – October 5, 2009



CANADIAN INCOME TAX RATES AND WITHHOLDING TAX 
RATES
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FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL/TERRITORIAL 

General Corporate Tax Rates

Jurisdiction Active Business Income Manufacturing and Processing Income Investment Income

Federal rates: 15.0% 15.0% 15.0%

Provincial rates:

Alberta 8.0 8.0 8.0

British Columbia 12.0 12.0 12.0

Manitoba 12.0 12.0 12.0

New Brunswick 14.0 14.0 14.0

Newfoundland and Labrador 14.0 5.0 14.0

Nova Scotia 14.0 14.0 14.0

Ontario 11.5 10.0 11.5

Prince Edward Island 16.0 16.0 16.0

Québec 11.5 11.5 11.5

Saskatchewan 12.0 10.0 12.0

Yukon 12.0 2.5 12.0

Northwest Territories 11.5 11.5 11.5

Nunavut 12.0 12.0 12.0
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WITHHOLDING TAX RATES

 Note 1- 5% only available to companies controlling directly or indirectly at least 10% of the votes

 Note 2- 0% applies to interest paid to arm’s length parties provided debt is not “participating debt”. 

Related party interest is 0 subject to the LOB provisions in the treaty

 Note 3- 0% only applies to copyright royalties (excluding films), computer software, patents and know how

Income Type Domestic Withholding Rate

Canada-U.S. Treaty Withholding Rate 

(Assuming LOB provisions do not restrict 

application of the treaty)

Dividends 25% 5%/15.0%1

Interest 25%/0%2 0%2

Royalty 25% 10%/0%3
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ELIGIBILITY OF TREATY- FORM NR 301/302/303

The CRA developed a set of declaration forms which should be provided by non-residents to certify 

entitlement to treaty benefits

 Form NR301- Declaration of Eligibility for Benefits under a Tax Treaty for a Non-Resident Taxpayer is 

intended for use by individuals and corporations

 Form NR302- Declaration of Eligibility for Benefits under a Tax Treaty for a Partnership with Non-

Resident Partners 

 Form NR303- Declaration of Eligibility for Benefits under a Tax Treaty for a Hybrid Entity





REG 105 AND REG 102 WITHHOLDINGS 
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REGULATION 105 

 Every person, whether Canadian resident or non-resident, that pays a fee, commission or other 

amount to a non-resident in respect of services provided in Canada by that non-resident is required to 

withhold 15% of gross payment (additional 9% withholding applies for services rendered in province of 

Québec)

 Payer is responsible for withholding and remitting and is liable for interest and penalties

 Some common examples include construction or installation projects and services such as consulting, 

legal or accounting, lectures and engineering

 Be aware of: 

• bundled contracts (including services and the provision of goods) – the payer may have to withhold 

on the entire amount

• Services provided both inside and outside Canada should be invoiced separately to reduce 

withholding requirements by payer

 No treaty relief
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REGULATION 105 

 15% withheld is considered an installment towards final corporate income tax liability of the non-

resident service provider, it is not a final tax

 Non-resident service provider must file Canadian tax return, and can obtain refund of withholding 

where no permanent establishment in Canada or will make further payment if permanent 

establishment and tax owing exceeds tax withheld

 Canadian payer must file a T4A-NR Information Return and provide T4A-NR slips to recipients before 

the last day of February following the calendar year in which the withholding applies

• Penalties apply for late filing this return

 Waivers from Regulation 105 withholding are available

• Treaty based and income based

• Must be in place before payments are made (no retroactivity)
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REGULATION 105
 Withholding by Canco to non-resident client (USco) for services performed in Canada BUT also by USco 

to its NR subcontractors performing services in Canada

Example

U.S. Canada

CancoUSco

NR 
subcontractors

15% $

services

15% $

services
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REGULATION 102 

 Payments from Canadian or non-resident employers to non-resident employees in respect of services provided in Canada 

are subject to payroll withholdings

 Includes taxable benefits and tax equalization payments

 Includes director fees if services are performed in Canada

 No treaty relief from requirement to withhold for payroll taxes

 Waivers from Regulation 102 withholding are available:

• Must apply along with Regulation 105 waiver

• Should be applied for 30 days before services are performed in Canada

 Penalties and interest apply for failure to withhold or late withholdings.

 Canadian/non-resident employers are required to file T4 Returns and provide the T4 Slip to employees by Feb 28 of 

following year

• Penalties apply for late filing this return

 Non-resident employees required to file personal income tax return to calculate liability for Canadian personal tax 

subject to relief under the treaty

Withholding Payroll Taxes
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REGULATION 102
 T1 General – Income Tax and Benefit Return

 Employee is required to file a Canadian non-resident individual income tax return unless he/she does 

not expect to owe taxes

 The employee may choose to file a return (voluntarily) if withholding taxes are remitted on his/her 

behalf and a refund is to be requested

Employee Filing Requirement
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NON-RESIDENT EMPLOYER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
 Applies to payments made after 2015 by a non-resident employer to a non-resident employee if, at 

the time of the payment, the employee is a “qualifying non-resident employee” and the employer is 

a “qualifying non-resident employer”

Qualifying non-resident employee :

1. Resident in a country with which Canada has a tax treaty at the time of the payment,

2. Not liable to tax under Part I in respect of such payment because of that treaty, and

3. Works in Canada for less than 45 days in the calendar year that includes the time of payment, OR 

• Is present in Canada for less than 90 days in any 12–month period that includes the time of 

payment 
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NON-RESIDENT EMPLOYER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Qualifying non-resident employer:

• Resident in a country with which Canada has a tax treaty (if the employer is not a partnership) at 

the time of the payment, or

• If the employer is a partnership, at least 90% of the partnership’s income or loss for the fiscal 

period that includes the time of the payment is allocated to members that are resident in a 

country with which Canada has a tax treaty

And

• In either case, certified by the Minister under S. 153(7) at the time of the payment

– Need to apply in prescribed form

– Details of certification process were released in January 2016
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REGULATION 105 

 CRA is looking at Canadian corporation AP listing for U.S. addresses to determine Reg 105 issues

 Filing a treaty based return for a non-resident company carrying on business in Canada (Schedule 91 

only) discloses the services of other non-resident contractors in Canada

 Filing a treaty return may also indicate Regulation 102 withholdings were not done

 Foreign parent company supplying employees for work on Canadian subsidiary company’s projects

 When applying for Regulation 105 practically must apply for Regulation 102 waiver as well

Practical Tax Implications
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REGULATION 102 

 Frequently travelling employees – potential to estimate the total number of days over a number of 

visits to Canada over a period (e.g. six months) and apply for the waiver. This may overcome the issue 

of having to apply every visit. 

 However, if the number of days or the amount paid are underestimated, then a new waiver will need 

to be requested

 Practical issues with the 102J Waiver (i.e. ITN application and requirement for notarized copy of 

identification)

Practical Issues



CANADIAN BUSINESS ENTITIES
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CONSIDERATION FOR INVESTING IN CANADA

 Organizational structure of Canadian 

operations

 Structure of investor (i.e. Multi-national, 

private fund, etc.)

 Tax risk profile of foreign taxpayer

 Type of entity (i.e. Corporation, branch, 

partnership)

 Financing issues related to entity

 Repatriation of funds to foreign jurisdiction

 Application of tax treaties

 Withholding tax issues

 Foreign exchange issues

 Compliance requirements

 Corporate law considerations

 Commodity taxes

 Customs implications

 Employee tax related concerns (i.e. payroll 

taxes, employee vs. independent contractor)
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CHOICE OF COMMERCIAL ENTITY

Business is generally conducted by the following types of business entities:

Canadian corporation:

• Under domestic tax law, corporations  incorporated in Canada are deemed resident in Canada and 

subject to taxation on their worldwide income

Branch of foreign corporation:

• Subject to Canadian income tax on taxable income attributable to a permanent establishment in 

Canada (foreign profits not taxable in Canada)

• Subject to branch tax on notional distributions of retained earnings

• Ability to utilize start-up losses in home country
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CHOICE OF COMMERCIAL ENTITY

Fiscally Transparent Entities:

Unlimited liability corporations (ULC): 

• Possible U.S. tick the box election in U.S. but “C” Corp in Canada

• The Treaty specifically denies Treaty benefits to U.S. taxpayers that own hybrid entities operating in 

Canada – ULC will be subject to 25% Canadian withholding tax when the profits are paid out as a dividend

Reverse Hybrid:

• Canadian partnership, U.S. corporation

• Some hybrid entities may be entitled to flow through treatment for tax purposes in home jurisdiction

Partnerships / Trust:

• Flow-through for Canadian tax purposes

• Partners / Beneficiaries allocated proportionate share of income or loss and liability for Canadian tax 

depends on whether carrying on business through a permanent establishment
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WHAT IS A FISCALLY TRANSPARENT ENTITY?
 Fiscally transparent entity (“FTE”) is entity taxed at beneficiary, member or participant level

 Technical Explanation to Canada-U.S. Tax Treaty comments on types of entities that are FTEs:

• For U.S. tax purposes, FTE includes partnership, and LLC treated as partnership (multiple 

members) or disregarded (single members) for U.S. tax purposes

• For Canadian tax purposes, FTE includes partnership

• Canada generally treats S corporations (“S Corp”) as entitled to benefits of Treaty in its own right 

and not as a FTE, whereas U.S. treats S Corp as FTE
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WHAT IS HYBRID ENTITY?
 Entity that is fiscally transparent for U.S. tax purposes but not for Canadian tax purposes e.g.:

• Canadian unlimited liability corporation (“ULC”)

• U.S. limited liability company (“LLC”)

 Entity that is fiscally transparent for Canadian tax purposes but not for U.S. tax purposes e.g.:

• Partnership formed under Canadian provincial law treated as Canadian corporation for U.S. tax 

purposes

 For U.S. tax purposes, entity may be treated as partnership, branch or corporation without regard to 

entity’s classification under non-U.S. laws

 For Canadian tax purposes, legal form and characteristics govern whether entity is treated as 

partnership or corporation
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TREATY PROTOCOL

 Protocol: look through for U.S. shareholders of LLC’s 

investing into Canada

 Reduced withholding tax rates apply provided 

shareholders are U.S. residents and qualifying persons

 Canadian branch tax will apply at 25% if individual 

shareholders and PE exists in Canada

Limited Liability Companies - Inbound

U.S. Shareholders

LLC

Canco

U.S.

CAN



FINANCING CONSIDERATIONS
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THIN CAP- THE BASICS

 Interest generally deductible provided borrowed funds 

used to generate income

 Transfer pricing rules – related party interest expense 

must not exceed arm’s length terms and conditions 

 Purpose of the thin cap rules is to discourage 

excessive leverage by non-resident shareholders

Foreign Parent

(“Parent”)

Can Co

Debt

Interest
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THIN CAP RULES 
 Debt-to-equity ratio reduced from 2:1 to 1.5-to-1 ” (i.e., a 40%-to-60% debt-to-equity split) 

• Effective for corporate taxation years that begin after 2012

 Components of the thin cap calculation:

• Debt equals the average of the highest amounts owing during each month to shareholders or non-

arms length, including interest bearing trade debts

• Equity generally equals: (1) book retained earnings at the start of the year; (2) the average 

amount of contributed surplus at the start of each month; and (3) the average amount of any paid 

up capital at the start of each month

• Excess interest is permanently denied and deemed to be a dividend subject to withholding tax



BACK-TO-BACK LOANS

Pa
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BACK-TO-BACK LOAN RULES 
 Four conditions must be met:

1. The taxpayer has a particular amount outstanding as or on account of a particular debt or other 

obligation to pay an amount to a person or partnership (the "intermediary"). The intermediary 

may be either a resident of Canada or a non-resident.

2. The intermediary is neither a person resident in Canada with whom the taxpayer does not deal at 

arm's length or a Specified Non-Resident of the taxpayer

3. Satisfied in two ways:

a. Intermediary Debt rule

b. Specified Debt 

4. De minimis 25% rule which states that this condition is satisfied where the total of all amounts –

each of which is, in respect of the particular debt owed by the taxpayer to the intermediary, an 

amount outstanding as or on account of an intermediary debt or the fair market value of a 

particular property, is equal to at least 25% of the total of two amounts
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BACK-TO-BACK LOAN RULES – EXAMPLE

 This is an example of when proposed rules would 

apply

 The loan from the Intermediary would be regarded 

as a loan from a specified non-resident shareholder

Result:  

• Only $150 of interest-bearing debt would be 

permissible

• Any interest paid on the additional $850 of debt 

($1,000 - $150) will not be deductible and will 

be deemed to be a dividend paid to the Parent 

subject to WHT

Loan or 

pledge of 

property of 

$1,000

Intermediary

Loan of 

$1,000

Foreign Parent

(“Parent”)

Can Co

PUC = $100





CROSS-BORDER LOANS 
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SHAREHOLDER LOANS BY CANCO TO SHAREHOLDERS 

SHAREHOLDER LOANS from Canada to foreign 

entities – New Planning Opportunity

Foreign

Foreign 

Parent

Canco

Loan is deemed 

to be dividend 

absent election

Foreign

Parent

Canco

Foreign

Holdco

LOAN is deemed to be 

dividend absent election

US Co.
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SHAREHOLDER LOANS BY CANCO TO SHAREHOLDERS

 Shareholder Loans from Canada to foreign entities – Planning Opportunity

 Corporation Resident in Canada (CRIC)

 “Pertinent Loan or Indebtedness” (PLOI)

• A PLOI is a loan under which the normal shareholder rules will apply

• Both CRIC and the non-resident corporation must file an election in order for 

these new provisions to apply
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Subtitle goes here
PLOI ELECTION PLANNING 

Can we use the PLOI 

to get a better tax 

result?

Foreign 

Parent

Canco

Loan- $1,000,000 @ 1%

Assume:

Dividend WHT = 15%

53
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PLOI ELECTION PLANNING 

 ** $1,000,000 x 4.94% prescribed rate - $1,000,000 x 1%

WITHOUT PLOI PLANNING WITH PLOI PLANNING 

WHT on Dividend $150,000 N/A

Income inclusion under PLOI 

election 
N/A $39,400 **

Canadian Tax 

(Assume 25%)
N/A $9,850

Savings using PLOI Election → $140,150 
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UPSTREAM LOANS

Definition of “specified debtor”

• Taxpayer

• Person related to taxpayer, 

excluding a controlled foreign 

affiliate under revised definition 

in section 17 (CFA must be 

controlled by Canadians)

• A partnership of which above are 

partners

• If taxpayer is a partnership, 

certain members and related 

parties

60%

USco

Canco USSub

CFA1

CFA2 NRSub

Canco

CFA1

USco
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FOREIGN AFFLIATE DUMPING RULES

Beware of: 

• Acquisition of shares or an option to acquire shares of the Foreign Sub 

by Canco

• Contribution of capital to the Foreign Sub

• Transaction that results in an amount becoming owing by the Foreign 

Sub by Canco

• Canco’s acquisition of a debt obligation of  Foreign Sub

• Extension of maturity date of a debt obligation owing by the Foreign 

Sub by Canco, or redemption, acquisition or cancellation date of 

shares

• Acquisition of shares of another Canadian corporation by Canco if a 

significant percentage of value of other corporation is attributable to 

Foreign Sub’s shares

Foreign Parent

Canco

Foreign Sub
(active business)

Equity

$100

Equity

$40

Interest

Exp

Loan

$60

Divided likely 

not taxable 

in Canada



TREATY-SHOPPING
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TREATY-SHOPPING- THE BASICS 
 Use of an intermediary entity which has a treaty with Canada

 Intermediary is owned or controlled by residents of a third country which are not entitled to at least 

the same treaty benefits

 Intermediary pays no or little taxes on the diverted income, and

 Intermediary does not carry on REAL and SUBSTANTIAL business activities in its country of residence 

 CRA lost the following cases that dealt with treaty-shopping:

• Velcro Canada Inc. Vs. The Queen 2012TCC57

• MIL (Investments) SA v. R, 2006 TCC460

• Prevost Car Inc. V. The Queen 2009 FCA57



ACQUISITION PLANNING
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STRUCTURING CANADIAN ACQUISITIONS 
ASSET PURCHASE

 Purchaser acquires specific assets and assumes only identified liabilities

 Limited tax due diligence

 Step up tax cost of assets creating higher future tax shield

 Purchase price allocation (opposite to vendor)

 Assumption of defined liabilities

 Elections to transfer reserves

 Commodity tax issues

 Retention/Access to existing management?

Asset Transaction 
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STRUCTURING CANADIAN ACQUISITIONS 
SHARE DEAL

 Purchaser is acquiring Target’s entire tax history

 Level of due diligence should be commensurate with purchase objectives

 Should not be insignificant amount of tax due diligence

 Special Considerations on acquisition of control (i.e., loss streaming)

 Basis step up available in Canada on a share deal in some cases

Share Transaction 
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STRUCTURING CANADIAN ACQUISITIONS 

Facts:

• Target paid-up capital (“PUC”) = NIL

• Target Acquisition Price = $100

• Future Distribution from Canadian Target = $100

Consequences:

• Return of $100 acquisition capital subject to 5% 

withholding where Canadian Target acquired directly.  

• But, no withholding if Acquisitions used and directors 

of Acquisitionco return PUC to shareholders.

Using A Canadian Acquisitionco

Foreign
Acquiror

PUC = NIL

PUC = $100

Canadian
Target Canadian

Target

Canadian
Acquisitionco

Foreign
Acquiror
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REPATRIATION STRATEGIES
 Total Canadian tax burden – say 25 % corporate tax plus at least 5% withholding on remaining 75% 

repatriated as a dividend means roughly 28.5% total tax

What can we do?
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REPATRIATION STRATEGY EXAMPLES

Return of Paid-up Capital:

• No withholding tax on return of PUC

• Consider U.S. treatment

Repayment of Debt:

• FX gains or losses to be considered

• Interest on debt – withholding tax considerations if non-arm’s length 

Pay Dividends:

• Domestic withholding tax – 25%

• Reduced to 5%/15% under Canada-U.S. tax treaty

Intra-Group Charges:

• HQ Charges.

• Royalty/Licensing fees

• Sales commissions

• Guarantee fees – USco guarantees Canco debt, charges fee
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REPATRIATION: CASE STUDY— USING A ULC 

Alternative to direct payment of a dividend 

(conversion of earnings to PUC)

Step 1:

• ULC effects an increase in stated capital of its 

shares by the amount that would otherwise 

be paid as a dividend.

Step 2:

• ULC then effects a return of stated capital in 

the same amount and makes a distribution to 

the shareholder.

• Solution does not apply if the member of the 

ULC is an LLC.

Solution: Dividends — Two Steps

U.S. Individual 

Shareholders

S Corp/C Corp

ULC

U.S.

CAN

PUC increase 

followed by

reduction in stated 

capital



Thank you for attending. 

For additional resources, 
please visit bdo.ca/Services/Tax/International-Tax

Harry Chana
905-946-5457
hchana@bdo.ca

Rita Trowbridge
905-272-7828
rtrowbridge@bdo.ca


